Heterotopic Quadruplet Gestation after Uncontrolled Ovulation Induction: A Case Report
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Abstract
A heterotopic pregnancy is a rare condition in which at least two simultaneous gestations occur at two different implantation sites. A high rate of suspicion can be crucial in timely diagnosis and appropriate interventions.

We report the very rare case of a nulliparous woman presented to the emergency department with hemoperitoneum from a ruptured tubal pregnancy in a spontaneous conception after self-uncontrolled ovulation induction resulting in a quadruplet heterotopic pregnancy: A triplet intrauterine pregnancy and a single left tubal ectopic pregnancy.

An heterotopic pregnancy is an obstetric complication of difficult clinically diagnose and in most cases, surgically confirmed. This early approach is indispensable especially when there are hemodynamic repercussions. The factors related to the higher risk of developing heterotopic pregnancy coincide with those associated with ectopic pregnancy. In this case the hyperovulation caused by uncontrolled ovulation inducers was the most likely factor in the genesis of this condition.
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Case Report
A 31 year old healthy nulliparous woman, diagnosed with primary infertility on waiting list for medically assisted procreation techniques in the Portuguese National Health Service is presented to the emergency department with a complaint of sudden onset of lower abdominal pain after self-uncontrolled ovulation induction, fact only known in the postoperative period. On physical examination, she was pale, hemodynamically unstable with a blood pressure of 69/31 mmHg and heart rate of 102 beats/min. A distended abdomen was showed at examination with diffuse abdominal tenderness. Transvaginal sonography demonstrated 3 intrauterine gestational sacs, 1 with positive embryocardium. Transabdominal ultrasound revealed a large amount of free fluid in the abdominal cavity. In analyses taken at the emergency department, a 5.4 g/dl. hemoglobin was found without other relevant changes. A transfusion with 3 units of red blood cells was performed and an exploratory laparotomy was decided. In the surgery was objectified a ruptured ectopic pregnancy in the left tubal ampulla with a large volume hemoperitoneum being submitted to a left salpingectomy without intercurrences. The histopathological examination confirmed an ectopic pregnancy. The postoperative period was uneventful and was discharged 2 days after surgery. First trimester ultrasound, 3 weeks postoperatively, demonstrated a single continuing viable intrauterine pregnancy with a CRL of 61.9 mm and 2 missed miscarriages with a CRL static at 35.8 mm and 22.1 mm with absent fetal heart beat (Figure 1).

Gestation progressed to term with the birth of a newborn female, weighing 2285 g, with agenesis of the distal phalanx of the 3rd finger of the left hand and agenesis of the phalanges of all toes. Follow-up at 6 months did not show any changes other than malformations detected at birth (Figure 2).

Discussion
Heterotopic pregnancy consists of the presence of at least two simultaneous pregnancies at different sites of implantation, most often a combination of intrauterine and ectopic pregnancies. The vast majority of ectopic pregnancies occur in the fallopian tube but may also occur in other places such as the cervix, ovary, interstitial (cornual) tubular segment as well as anywhere in the abdominal cavity [1,2].

The incidence of heterotopic pregnancy, initially estimated at 1 in 30,000 pregnancies, is thought to be currently around 1 in 7,000 due to the proliferation of medically assisted reproduction techniques [3,4]. Obviously, a heterotopic quadruplet gestation is an even rarer event.

The increased incidence in this type of pregnancy may be due to a higher rate of tubal disease in this population, high levels of estradiol and progesterone as well as the transfer of more than one embryo [5,6]. The hydrostatic forces generated during embryo transfer may also contribute to the increased risk [1,2]. Other risk factors that may predispose to this pathology include for example endometriosis, pelvic inflammatory disease, a previous tubal surgery as well as smoking [7,9].

In most cases, a heterotopic pregnancy is diagnosed between 5 and 8 weeks of gestation, although the diagnostic window is much wider [10]. The clinical presentation of heterotopic pregnancies is in every way similar to a threat of abortion or ectopic pregnancy. As a rule, these patients present with abdominal pain, adnexal mass and eventual peritoneal irritation in the presence, most of the time, of an intrauterine gestation. Since the diagnosis is very difficult to perform, there is a high incidence of rupture complicated with acute abdomen and/or hemodynamic shock in this pathology [11,12].

In the presence of an intrauterine pregnancy, sudden and intense abdominal pain should have as obstetrical differential diagnoses the...
Figure 1: First trimester ultrasound demonstrated a single continuing viable intrauterine pregnancy with a CRL of 61.9 mm (Fetus A) and 2 missed miscarriages with a CRL static at 35.8 mm (Fetus B) and 22.1 mm (Fetus C) with absent fetal heart beat.

Figure 2: X-ray at 6 months postpartum demonstrating agenesis of the distal phalanx of the 3rd finger of the left hand and agenesis of the phalanges of all toes.
threat of abortion, heterotopic pregnancy and rupture of the corpus luteum. Appendicitis, nephrolithiasis and urinary tract infection may also mimic the clinic of a heterotopic pregnancy, so the suspicion for this pathology should be high, especially in the presence of risk factors.

The treatment of ectopic pregnancy should be directed to the site of implantation. Early diagnosis allows to consider non-surgical options for its resolution, always with the objective of preserving the concomitant intrauterine pregnancy [13]. Medical therapy with methotrexate is contraindicated in the presence of an evolutionary intrauterine pregnancy as in this case [14].

Surgical exploration continues to play a crucial role in the diagnosis of this pathology. In hemodynamically stable patients exploratory laparoscopy is the preferred approach, offering a faster recovery and a lower rate of postoperative infection limiting the adverse effects on a possible intrauterine pregnancy. The salpingectomy is the standard surgical procedure of a coexistent tubal pregnancy [15].

One in three coexisting intrauterine pregnancies end up spontaneously abort after resolution of the acute condition, a higher rate compared to that of a single intrauterine pregnancy [16]. In heterotopic pregnancies, maternal mortality is due to complications that may occur with the ectopic pregnancy. The estimated death related to ectopic pregnancy is 31.9 per 100,000 pregnancies, being that the majority of mortalities is due to intraperitoneal bleeding of ruptured ectopic pregnancy [17]. The fertility rates after treatment of ectopic pregnancy with salpingostomy, salpingectomy or methotrexate are similar. Women with a previous heterotopic pregnancy are more likely to develop an ectopic gestation in the future [18].

Conclusion

The heterotopic gestation is an obstetric complication difficult to diagnose clinically and, in most cases, surgically confirmed. This early approach is indispensable especially when there are hemodynamic repercussions. In this case, an exploratory laparotomy was chosen because of the patient’s hemodynamic instability. The factors related to the higher risk of developing heterotopic pregnancy coincide with those associated with ectopic pregnancy. In this case the hyperovulation caused by uncontrolled ovulation inducers was the most likely factor in the genesis of this condition.
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